iPro Baby Set
Include:
iPro Baby
Newborn seat pad
iPro Base

Highlights:
Set with iPro Baby + iPro Base which is also compatible with iPro Kids
i-Size baby car seat suitable for a body size of 40 - 85 cm
Modular side-impact protection system for maximum safety
Very long period of use
Compatible with Apollo + Apollo Duo and Saturn R + Saturn R Duo strollers
iPro Baby is fixed with 3-point belt or iPro Base
Colored indicators for correct installation
Productimages:
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This set consists of the iPro Baby infant car seat and the iPro Base. The iPro Baby infant
car seat has been approved according to the newest i-Size regulation R 129. It can be
used for a body size of 40 - 85 cm and therefore for a long time. Together with the iPro
Base, it is the perfect complement to our Apollo, Apollo Duo, Saturn R and Saturn R Duo
pushchair models. Alternatively, with the help of adapters, it is also compatbile with all
stroller models that dispose of a Maxi Cosi counterpart.
The iPro Baby infant car seat is particularly safe thanks to its Multi Layer Safety Concept
made of different energy-absorbing materials. Those offer exceptional protection in the
head, neck, chest, and belly areas.
In addition, high-quality and breathable stretch materials have been used so as to offer
maximum comfort for your little one. The integrated 3-point harness is height-adjustable
and thus adaptable to your baby's size. The lateral paddings are individually usable and
easy to remove, just like the newborn insert's seat part. iPro Baby has a light basic weight
and is thus easy to carry even with child, while the high-quality carrying handle in
aluminium is softly padded.
When used in a car, iPro Baby can be fixed with the car's 3-point belt or the separately
available iPro Base. This base is usable in cars with and ISOFIX connection or i-Size
seats.
In order to install the iPro Baby car seat on the base, it has to be put in the middle of the
base. Special guides ensure then that the seat reaches the correct position. Coloured
indicators guaranteed the correct installation and locking. In order to unlock the seats
from the base, you need to push the button that can be found in the middle.
Our recommendation!
Mix & Match. When using the iPro Base already in combination with the iPro Baby car
seat, you may keep it and combine it with the iPro Kids car seat at a later time. iPro Baby
is the perfect complement to our Apollo / Apollo Duo and Saturn R / Saturn R Duo
strollers and sets. Combining them results in an agile Shop'n Drive System. The car seat
can be removed with one hand only and allows you to let your little one to continue
sleeping when carrying him or her from the stroller into the car.
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Colorvariants
614204 Caviar

614211 Denim

614228 Lunar

Equipment characteristics
3-point safety harness
Extended Side Protection System ESP
Fast adapt Isofix
Isofix
Memory foam
Easy-Fix system
Breathable fabrics
Easy to clean
For 3-point-belt in car
Belted rearward facing birth up to 13 kg
Compatible with iPro Base
i-Size
Infant car seat with Isofix base i-Size 40 - 85 cm
Features
height adjustable harness system
Removable canopy
Removable seat wedge
Removable seat pad and pelvic support
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Measurements and weights
Weight infant carrier

5,0 kg

Measurements infant carrier

62 x 66 x 43 cm

Seat width

25 cm

Weight/base

8,5 kg

Dimensions Isofix Base
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